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Dear Canpals 

 

Above was the reply posted for the following post sent by some individual. 

 

Employee service  

 

We talked a lot about customer service and forgot about employee service (first customers who will 

last long till death) 

 

Why does it takes a TA Bill so long to get passed (months sometimes)? 

Why does suggestions given in HRMS goes into void without any reply to it? 

Why does a transfer request given with a sign not less than scale 4 not replied , at least we expect this 

has been rejected with so reason ? 

Why does our emails at utmost urgent goes unanswered? 

Why does we have to sit openly for lunch in front of Customers when then can't provide us separate 

place for it or at least allow us to close the door? 

Why does one error from an employee is marked as a sin by washing away his services given till 

date? 

A hundred good services of an employee jus gets washed away by an arrogant customer complaint. 

Customer might be the king but we are not his slaves , we are his administrative units. 

Why does we are being pushed to break the rules to give service? 

(If all the laws of the bank are followed strictly then at most we can give service to only 25 customers 

per day) we are indirectly being forced to break them but if an error happened, rules will come into 

picture ( they won't see the good intention of you behind that act) 

 

Beyond the rules is now being called as customer service  

Request letter asked for giving stmt to customer - he/she curses 

Passbook asked to check bal - we get cursed 

Customer Frd want to check his bal - we ask proof- he curses 

If we ask some time to complete the work- curses 
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If we ask only the right party to come and Collect the return check ( you all know all big customers 

won't come) -he/she curses 

If we collect the charges for our services- he/she curses  

Not allowing transactions or queries over phone - he/ she curses  

Etc etc many are there  

Going beyond this is considered as customer service for them and rule break for management.  

Employee service is given according to all set of rules so for us it takes time to get serviced.  

 

Amazon founder CEO Jeff  once said I look after my employees and they will look after my clients .  

 

If employees are happy then automatically they will handle the customers with great zeal  

Management looking after its employees is a mirror reflection to employees looking after their 

customers . One fails means automatically the other fails.  

 

We all do best when we have peace of mind and I think it's not a good time but our timing isn't in our 

hand's. It's means that We are bankers.. 

 

 

*G V Manimaran* 

*General Secretary* 

 

 


